Abstract-Splitting a P2P video distribution in multiple media flows with different priorities is an interesting approach for developing flexible and adaptive streaming systems, ranging from VoD to TV. Such an approach can both yield satisfactory quality to all end users and be light in network resources usage, because low-priority flows can be discarded a-priori when target peers do not have enough resources to receive them. This paper focuses on chunk-based video distribution in unstructured meshes, adopting a push strategy (the sender takes the scheduling decision) based on buffer map exchange to avoid sending duplicated chunks. A deadline-based scheduling algorithm is proposed, where different flows of chunks are prioritized using different deadline postponing parameters for each flow. Some experimental results show good differentiation properties and streaming performance much better than with strict priority enforcement. Also, PSNR measures on real video streams show improvements compared to both strict priority and single stream distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND Some P2P streaming systems (typically derived from file distribution systems) consider media streams as uniform and do not make any distinction between the various parts of the stream. However, an encoded media stream is composed by various types of data: audio and video, different kinds of frames, . . .İn general, different types of data have different importance: audio can be more important than video, MPEG I frames are more important than P or B frames, the base layer in SVC (Scalable Video Coding) is more important than the other layers, etc. . . . We define in this paper a sub-stream as a flow of chunks that contain homogeneous media information, so that differentiating a flow from the others, and assigning it a different priority makes sense. The term sub-stream is used freely and interchangeably with flow, sub-flow, chunk flow, etc., while the term stream is normally reserved to the entire multimedia distribution.
Properly handling the different flows (instead of handling the whole stream as a uniform entity) can improve the system performance, its flexibility, or may enable the support of heterogeneous devices. This is not a novel idea: for example, the adoption of this approach in P2P streaming systems can be ascribed to the work in [1] where the multi-tree topology for streams distribution in structured systems was introduced; this work however considers only sub-streams with the same importance and average volume, making it suitable only for sub-streaming techniques similar to MDC (Multiple Description Coding). In unstructured P2P systems, based on swarmlike information diffusion, instead, discussion of the benefits of sub-streaming is more recent [2] , [3] , [4] .
All of the works mentioned above implement sub-streams by using MDC or SVC (Scalable Video Coding), sometimes in conjunction with network coding. As a result, sub-streams are considered either as all having the same importance (if MDC is used) or as organised according to a "strict priority" model (if SVC is used). In this paper, a more flexible sub-stream model is introduced, considering the possibility to give more importance to some streams without completely starving the other ones. All the previous sub-stream models can be seen as special cases of this more generic one. Furthermore, the model we propose enables assigning priorities to single chunk instances, making it extremely flexible and prone to adaptation in presence of a quality feedback measure.
The model proposed in this paper can fit different situations, ranging from multiple streams composing a session (allowing to give, for example, different importance to audio and video without starving any stream), to simply mapping I, P, and B frames to different sub-streams. From now on, the generic terminology stream is used to identify the entire multimedia application distribution, and sub-stream identifies any subpart of it. Based on these definitions, a novel approach for scheduling and managing the transmission of sub-streams in P2P streaming systems is proposed.
The proposed sub-stream model is applied in the context of unstructured P2P streaming systems (with a particular attention to low latency streaming), in which peers exchange buffermap information with neighbours, and take scheduling decisions (which chunk is to be sent to which peer) based on the local database at the transmitting peer, i.e., we consider pushing protocols that try to avoid wasteful transmission by taking informed decisions. However, the proposed approach is generic and can be extended to other situations (e.g. to pull-based P2P streaming protocols, where the decision on the scheduled transmission is taken at the receiver side).
Supporting sub-streams in the context outlined above requires a scheduler that is able to differentiate chunks belonging to different sub-streams, so that in presence of impairments to deliver the entire stream in time, the various information contained in the stream are delivered according to their importance. Examples of "impairments" include lack of transmission resources (bandwidth), increased latencies that exceed the target playout time, random (or congestion) losses that require multiple transmissions.
Priority queueing can be used for sub-streams differentiation, and we use it as a benchmark reference. Our differentiation scheme is instead based on a deadline scheduler. The additional flexibility obtained by embedding dynamic scheduling deadlines in chunk instances, and by using such deadlines for scheduling, results in better performance (as it will be shown in Sects. IV and V). This higher flexibility results in selfadaptation of the system, which can be held responsible for the better performance in dynamic environments, and can be the base of feedback-based optimisation as mentioned before.
The contribution of this paper lies both in the definition of a prioritized deadline-based chunk scheduling algorithm, where deadlines are dynamically computed taking into account both the priority of the chunk and its diffusion in the network, and the evaluation of the objective video quality in these conditions. Albeit part of the results are obtained via simulation (namely the traces of chunks characteristics in terms of losses and delays), the overall system can be considered an early prototype of real systems we are implementing, since the video sequences are actually chunkized and re-constructed, and the quality of the received video can be checked with any standard player like ffmpeg or vlc.
II. DEADLINE BASED SUB-STREAM SCHEDULING
The key idea of deadline-based chunk scheduling is the association of a scheduling deadline d c to every chunk instance. Such a deadline is postponed by a constant value δ every time the chunk is transmitted to a neighbour. When a chunk has to be sent, the one having the earliest scheduling deadline is selected, according to the EDF (Earliest Deadline First) algorithm. This chunk scheduling strategy, named DLc, has been formally analysed in the case of single stream distribution systems and proved to be optimal and robust to small neighbourhood size when coupled with a peer scheduler named Earliest-Latest (ELp) [5] . Optimality is defined as the capability of delivering every chunk to every peer with a delay no larger than ( log 2 (N ) + 1)T , with the constraint that, at steady state, each peer sends exactly one chunk every chunk it receives. N is the total number of peers in the system and T is the chunk emission time 1 . The DLc scheduler can be extended to sub-stream scheduling by assigning each sub-stream a different deadline postponing parameter. More formally, let H = Ns s=1 H s be the set of all chunks composing the stream where N s is the total number of sub-streams, H s is the set of chunks of sub-stream s; c s,h denotes the h-th chunk of sub-stream s, and d s,h its deadline. Let also δ s be the deadline postponing parameter for chunks in sub-stream s, and C(P i , t) be the set of chunks at peer P i that are needed by some of the peers within its neighbourhood N i (i.e., by at least one of the peers that P i is exchanging buffermaps with), at the time t of the scheduling decision. The chunk scheduling strategy at peer P i is the following:
The deadlines are initialised by the source to the chunk generation time (the time when the source emits the chunk), and are postponed by δ s every time a chunk instance is sent. Note that the priority of a chunk instance depends on the postponing parameter δ s of its sub-stream s and on the number of times it has been transmitted. Hence, the postponing parameter δ s permits to control the importance of a substream: δ s < δ r implies that sub-stream s has a higher priority than sub-stream r. Intuitively, if δ r = δ s , then the two substreams are considered equally important, while if δ r −δ s T , almost strict priority is guaranteed to chunks belonging to sub-stream s in all peers except for the source. Hence, the sub-streams models previously presented in literature (all substreams are equally important, or strict priority order) are special cases of this more generic model.
One of the key features of the distributed DLc scheduling policy is that the priority of each chunk at each peer is a function of the chunk instance history, i.e., the more the chunk has been duplicated and diffused into the system, the lower its priority. This feature makes DLc different from scheduling algorithms that simply prioritise the different sub-streams. In fact, according to this scheduling algorithm chunks with small δ s will be transmitted faster, thus decreasing their priority because of many duplications, so that also some part of the lower priority sub-streams (large δ s ) will be diffused (avoiding starvation).
The mechanism is also different from the rarest first (local or global) chunk distribution strategy used in some Bit-Torrent implementations [6] . First of all rarest first applies to a single category of chunks (in file distribution systems all chunks belong to the same category) and it is not a means to differentiate sub-streams. Second, the estimation of which chunk is rarest in a neighbourhood or globally converges too slowly for a streaming system, where new chunks are continuously injected in the system. Indeed, in a streaming system the most recent chunk can be safely assumed to be also the rarest, thus a rarest first scheduling would be very similar to a Latest Useful chunk strategy.
The DLc chunk selection strategy can be coupled with any suitable peer selection strategy either in chunk-first or in peerfirst mode. Clearly, performance will depend on both the chunk and the peer selection algorithm. In what follows, we use chunk-first selection with ELp peer selection, but most of our considerations apply to the use of DLc with other peers schedulers as well.
As already mentioned, DLc is based on the EDF scheduling algorithm, derived from the seminal work of Liu and Layland [7] ; however dynamic and distributed deadlines change the system properties non marginally. In a multi-stream system the emission of chunks by the source is not necessarily periodic and different sub-streams can have different priority and different emission periods. In this context a proof of optimality like the one in [5] is not feasible.
Finally, each chunk instance embeds both its scheduling deadline and the deadline postponing parameter, hence peers do not need to be aware of the sub-streaming details (not even about the total number of sub-streams composing the stream). This gives the freedom to dynamically change the number of sub-streams and also their importances (in a simple prioritybased scheme, this would be more difficult).
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III. EVALUATION SCENARIOS
Performance evaluation in P2P systems is inherently difficult due to the enormous amount of possible parameters influencing the system behaviour. Hence, a correct performance evaluation (taking into account the scalability properties of the proposed approach) requires to run experiments with a large number of peers in a controlled environment. Hence, in this paper the performance of P2P streaming systems has been evaluated by using a hybrid approach: the sub-stream handling mechanism (splitting a video stream in multiple sub-streams, and dividing such sub-streams in chunks, as well as the inverse process to rebuild the stream) has been implemented, but the chunks loss process is obtained via simulation. Then, lost chunks are removed from the encoded stream, and a "corrupted stream" (as it would have been received by a remote peer) is constructed, decompressed, and compared with the original one.
The software used for the experiments (implementing the proposed sub-stream handling algorithms and evaluating the video quality) is developed by the iMedia Application Laboratory at DISI-UniTN and released as open source (under the GPL license) and is available for use and result replication by other researchers 2 . Chunk loss patterns have been derived by simulating the diffusion of M c = 2000 chunks over N = 1000 peers connected by random topologies with neighbourhood size d = 20. Simulations are run over 100 different topologies generated at random, and the results are mediated over all runs. As in [5] , [8] chunks are diffused by considering a system where peers exchange buffer maps with neighbours to generate a distributed common knowledge of the system, and the chunks are actively pushed from peers owning them to peers that need them.
The source generates N s sub-streams labelled in order of importance: s = 1 s = 2 . . . s = N s , with indicating that the left hand side is 'more important' than the right hand side.
Before evaluating the real performance of the proposed algorithm, Sect. IV presents some simple simulations to verify the correctness of sub-stream handling and to show the basic properties of the scheduler. After that, Sect. V evaluates the performance of a realistic sub-stream composition, using a real video stream and a more complex network setup with heterogeneous peers having different access bandwidths.
IV. ALGORITHM VALIDATION
To verify that the proposed scheduling algorithm can correctly differentiate the sub-streams, consider a homogeneous network where all the peers have unlimited download capacity, and an upload bandwidth equal to the stream bitrate. All chunks are identical in size, and chunks belong to N s substreams according to the following rule: 
A. Sub-Streams Differentiation
First the sensitivity to the deadline postponing δ s parameter is analysed with N s = 2. Results are compared with other means of differentiating sub-streams, namely we compare: DL * c priority using DLc fixing δ 1 = 5 and modifying δ 2 ; PLUc giving strict priority to s = 1 and using a Latest Useful chunk selection among chunks of the same sub-stream; Chunk losses in this experiment are due to chunks delivered later than the playout time. Fig. 1 shows the chunk loss rate as a function of the various schedulers and different values of δ Δ = δ 2 − δ 1 . Note that when δ Δ = 0, DL * c does not differentiate the two streams and their chunk loss rates are identical. This corresponds to the loss rate of DLc without prioritization, and it is shown in the leftmost side of the figure (the small piece with linear scale on the x axis). PLUc is not parametrised, therefore its performance is independent of δ Δ .
The lowest average chunk loss ratio is provided by DLc, and it increases gradually as prioritization is increased in DL * c (the right part of the figure is in semi-log (x) scale). At the same time, the spread between sub-stream 1 and 2 opens, showing that prioritization in the overlay works. The slight increase in the average is the price paid to support differentiation.
From the figure, it is possible to see two advantages of DL * c over PLUc: i) it provides a considerably lower loss rate (see for instance δ 2 − δ 1 = 2); ii) it is more tunable and configurable, allowing to select interesting trade-offs between the importance of the two streams (when δ 2 − δ 1 < 1).
B. Robustness to chunk loss
Priority should also protect from random losses and errors. In this experiment a simple Bernoulli process marks chunks as errored with probability p, reported on the x axis in Fig. 2 . Other simulation parameters are the same as in the previous tests, except for N s = 4, and the source's bandwidth which is increased to 5 to enable recovery of chunks lost in the first transmission. The network is overloaded due to the chunk retransmissions so we cannot expect all chunks to be delivered to all peers. The upper plot reports the average chunk loss rate 978-1-4244-5638-3/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the proposed strategy is evaluated by considering a sub-stream model for encoded video streams composed of different types of frames (I, P, and B as in the MPEG standards). The stream is split in 3 sub-streams by generating 3 chunks for each Group of Pictures (GoP): a chunk containing the I frame, a chunk containing all the P frames, and a chunk containing all the B frames of the GoP. The video has been encoded at 1Mbit/s using the MPEG4 codec provided by ffmpeg, and a GoP size of 12 frames 3 . Figure 3 shows the evolution of the chunk size for the three sub-streams with time. Note that chunks for sub-stream 1 contain 1 I frame, while chunks from sub-stream 2 (and 3) contain multiple P (and B) frames; as a result, chunks from sub-stream 2 can be larger than chunks from sub-stream 1. Figure 4 plots the chunk loss rate for the three sub-streams, as a function of prioritisation, and shows how tuning δ values allows the dynamic adaptation of losses in different substreams (even if, for the sake of brevity, we only report the case when the δ increment between classes is the same -the The properties of this sub-streams model can be better highlighted by considering a more realistic network model, in which peers have different access bandwidths. In more details, peers belong to three classes with different access bandwidths, and each class has symmetric links with equal upload and download limits: high-bandwidth peers have 2 Mbit/s, midbandwidth peers have 1 Mbit/s and low-bandwidth ones have 0.5 Mbit/s. The fraction of high-mid-and low-bandwidth peers are 1/6, 3/6, and 2/6 respectively; as a result, the average bandwidth is 1 Mbit/s. Figure 5 shows the chunk loss rate per peer class (note the different scale on the y axes). Losses at high-bandwidth peers are marginal, while low-bandwidth peers can loose almost 100% of sub-stream 3. For high-bandwidth peers, DL * c outperforms PLUc all over the scale. Mid-bandwidth peers loose some chunks of sub-stream 1 for small δ Δ values. For δ Δ ≥ 5, DL * c performs equal or better than PLUc in all sub-streams. Unsurprisingly enough, performance of these peers resembles that of Fig. 4 . Finally, for low-bandwidth peers, the three sub-streams suffer different losses even without prioritisation (leftmost point of DL * c curves), due to differences in chunk 978-1-4244-5638-3/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE 
A. Received video quality
To understand the impact of lost chunks when sub-streaming is used, the quality of the video received by individual peers has been evaluated by comparing the received stream with the original YUV encoded sequence. PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) values are calculated and averaged over all decoded 5 using the methodology introduced in [9] . Figure 6 provides some insight into how chunk losses affect PSNR values of individual frames. When sub-streams are not used and chunks are formed e.g. per GoP, the loss of a chunk pauses the video for 12 frames (about 0.5 seconds), degrading the video quality (PSNR) significantly. With sub-streams, when chunks containing B frames are lost, the effective frame rate is reduced to half, making the playback more rough. Note that PSNR values drop significantly even for the loss of one frame, but this change is less noticeable to human 5 Such values highly depend on the codec, as well as on the error concealment methods used in decoding. We use ffmpeg decoding substituting entirely missing frames with the last correctly decoded frame.
978-1-4244-5638-3/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE Globecom 2010 proceedings. 6 . Figure 7 shows the average PSNR at peers of different bandwidth classes. Since the system is not overloaded (1 Mbit/s encoding), peers that have enough bandwidth receive the whole stream with small losses (mainly due to chunk size variation and delay constraints).
For high-bandwidth and mid-bandwidth peers, DL * c outperforms PLUc by 0.5-1 dB in all cases. For low-priority peers (which end up experiencing most of the chunk losses), using a small δ Δ (which means no sub-streams differentiation) results in bad video quality (hence, sub-stream differentiation is important -note that prioritisation allows to gain almost 4dB). Increasing δ Δ , the PSNR for class 3 increases, and for δ Δ = 10 it is just a little bit worse than the PSNR achieved using PLUc. However, the quality of the video received by the other peers is much higher with DL * c than with PLUc. Looking at the average between different peer classes (top of Figure 7) , it is possible to notice that DL * c with δ Δ > 2 always outperforms PLUc. Figure 8 shows the PSNR improvements achieved by using DL * c, proving that the proposed sub-stream scheduling strategy can outperform strict priorities.
Finally, some experiments have been repeated changing the video codec and the video bitrate. The results obtained by using H.264 (in particular, the x264 codec) are consistent with the results obtained using MPEG4, and are shown in Figure 9 . The figure compares schemes without prioritisation (DLc), with strict prioritisation (PLUc) and DL * c(fixing δ Δ = 9 for DL * c) either in underload (bitrate < 1Mbps) and overload (bitrate > 1Mbps) conditions. When the system is underloaded, high-bandwidth peers receive the entire stream. Video quality at bandwidth limited peers is largely improved by prioritization (see difference between lowest curve and the one 6 We remind the reader that the average of per-frame PSNR values indicates quality, but it does not map well to a MOS like evaluation. Visual inspection of the reconstructed videos showed significantly better quality for sub-streams (with priority) than without sub-streams. above). However, even with prioritization it decreases as the encoding rate goes above the bandwidth limit: the simple substreaming scheme used to create the chunks based on frame type cannot guarantee constant PSNR. When, instead, the system is overloaded, chunk prioritization and sub-streaming can still improve performance, and DL * c clearly outperforms PLUc.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work introduced the idea of deadline-based sub-stream scheduling in P2P streaming systems, based on scheduling deadlines that are dynamically updated upon chunk transmission. Using this mechanism, the priority of a chunk depends not only on its sub-stream, but also on the number of times it has been replicated. Some previous sub-stream models (equally important sub-streams, and strict prioritisation) are special cases of the proposed model.
Experimental results look promising, yielding a general framework for defining chunk scheduling algorithms that are able to differentiate between flows, sub-streams, or even single chunks, in multimedia diffusion, enabling low-latency video. As shown through experiments on real video sequences, the proposed algorithm can outperform both strict priorities and equally important sub-streams.
As a future work, the chunkisation code used for the experiments described in Section V will be integrated in a P2P streaming client which is currently under development 7 . The scheduling algorithm described in Section II will then be implemented in the client for running some experiments on real networks.
